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Economic Development and Problems

in Nigeria

The National Development Plan 1962-1968, the first major attempt

at national economic planning in Nigeria, was launched in April 1962.

It ,was- the first in a series of intermediate .plans which are designed

JLQ. bring Nigeria to the..take-off stage..i.e. the stage where the country,

will be able to generate enough income and savings to enable her on her

own efforts to finance a steady and uninterrupted growth without depend

ing on overseas sources for supply of investment capital and technical '

skills.

2. The main objectives of the Plan were:-

(i) To surpass the past growth rate of 3.9 per cent, per year

compound to achieve a rate of 4 per cent per annum

and if possible to increase this rate.

(ii) To achieve this aim by investing 15 per cent of the

Gross Domestic Product, and at the same time endeavour

ing to raise the per capita consumption by about 1 per

cent per year,

(iii) To achieve self-sustaining growth not later than by the'

end of the Third or Fourth National Plan. This involves

raising the domestic savings ratio from about 9.5 per

cent of the Gross Domestic Product in 1960-1961 to about

15 per cent or'higher by 1975 in order to sustain the

bulk of domestic investment.

' - - (i:v) To develop -as* rapidly as- possible "opportuni'tie's in educa-

. '.. tion, health and_employment, and to improve access for

all citizens to these opportunities.

• A* .. THe\firsAJj^eJv£e.ars °Ohe Plan'witnessed a very satisfactory
steady growth of the Gross Domestic*Product and growth; rates in each

year markedly surpassed the 4 per cent minimum target as Table I on

page 2 shows. . ....,■
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TABLE: I.

Gross domestic product-off-Nigeria by branch of

... t ■■■ activity at 1957 prices

million

Activity '1961/62 ' 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65' 1965/66* 1966/67'

1. Agriculture-

(including

fishing and

forestry)

2. Mining

(including oil

exploration)

3. Manufacturing

4. Building and

construction

5. Electricity and

water-

661.9 ■ '714.7 7-40.4 762.6 784.3- ••■811.1

16.

55.

6

3'

21.

57.

1' -

4

24.

72.

5

0

31.

''"81.

2

2

41.

84.

4

6

42.

84.

5

9

27.5

4.5

29.2

5.2 .

33.2

6.1

39-1

7.1

36.8

6.7

34.3

7.0

6. Distribution 107.7 " 123.0' " 134.8 139.9 144.7 147.6

7. Transport ;and •

communications 47.1. 46.5 48.2 57.5 50.5 44.4

Government" educa

tion:.and- health .

services 62.8 -67-0 67.4 67.7 79.2 82.4

9. Other services 19.0 20.4 21,1 23.2 24.4 25.9

G.D.P. at constant . ,

factor cost - • 1,022.4 1,084,5' 1.147.7 " 1*209,5 1,252.6 1,280.1

G.D.P. - fo growth ..■■..■■. ■ ■■.. - ■■-■-.

rates .... .6,1. .. 5.8 5,4 . 3i6 2.2

* 1965/66 and 1966/67"figures are provisional* ' :

The Gross' Domestic Product increased from$lc022 million in 1961/62 to W-|280 million

in 1966/67. Prom 1962/63-1964/65, annual growth rates were 641 per oent, 5,8 per

cent and 5.4 per cent respectively. In the latter two years, growth rates, however,

slumped to 2>,6 per cent and 2.2 per cent respectively.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8*

9.

Gross

Activity-

Agriculture

(including
fi'shirig" and

forestry)

Mining'

(including -oil
exploration)

Manufacturing

Building, and

oonstruotion

Electricity-and

water

Distribution;

Transport and

communications

Government" educa

tion and*, health-

services

Other services

Total

TABLE :

domestic product of

El ■ ■

Nigeria by

activiTy in percentages

1961/62

. 66.7

1.6

5.4

: 2'7

0.5

.10.6

4.5 ■

6,2

. 1.8

100.0

1962/63

65.9

. ' -1.9

5.3.

2.6

0.5

11.4

4.3

6.2

1-9

100.0

1963/64

64.5

2,2

6.3

2.9

0.5

11.8

4.2

5-8

1.8 .

100.0

branch of

1964/65

63.0

2.6

6.7

3.2 .

0.5 ,..

11.6

4.8

5.6

1.9

100.0

1965/66

- -62;6 •

3.3

6.8

2.9

0.5

11.6

4-1 ■ -

6.3

■ 1.9

100.0 . ,

4. A percentage breakdown of the composition of the gross domestic product

in Table II above reveals that agriculture which is the mainstay of the

country's economy remains the dominant sector. Although it continues to grow :'

in absolute magnitude/ its percentage contribution1 to the G.'D.P. has been ' ""'"'

falling over the years except in 19 where the distruptive effects on the "

Nigerian economy-appear to have affected the agricultural'sector least. "The"

manufacturing sector contributes a very small proportion to the G.D.P, but above
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the Table shows that it is picking up and its value added is rising

steadily. Thus, in absolute terms, between 1962/63, contribution of

manufacturing increased "from'"£,57*4 million to -L8l'million an average

annual growth rate of 19 per'cent*' The phenome'nal increase in the

output,, of. the mining s.ec.tor, is. attributable to petroleum.oil production.

Since 1958. .when production started in commercial quantities, a steady

rise was noticeable-up-to 1964/65;-- In 1965/66, output of crude oil - -■

rose to 99-353,794 British barrels which is more than double of the

previous year's production of 43,996,895 barrels. The consistent' increase

in the contribution of.raining and manufacturing sectors, together with

the steady percentage decline in the contribution of agriculture shows

a slow structural transformation of the economy away from agriculture;

This is a welcome trend in the attempts to diversify the economy.

5. In attempting an analysis of the causes of the decline of the

annual growth rates of gross domestic product' from 1965/66, it is usefulu'

to point out'that the figures fdr the two'years are'provisional. The

two sectors mainly responsible for the declaration of growth'were the-

building and construction and the transport and communications. Several

factors accounted for the fall in .construction activity. The Governments V

in the Federation are responsible for r.oughly about 70 per cent of all . . ■

the expenditures in this sector.and any policy decisions by these bodies-

have tremendous impact on the activities in the sector generally. During .

the first two years of the Plan, actual expenditures in construction

activities far exceeded the Plan average'dn a six-year basis. In the

Northern Region, for example, about 50 per cent of the planned construction'.

expenditures were-authorized-and- committed-in-the firsttwo years."' The "'

construction of the military_ barracks and 'other^defence expenditur.e...was.. .. _.

advanced to the early years of the Plan. So were expenditure adminis- ..

trative overhead involving civil engineering works generally. As a ■. • .

result, the remaining years saw a lower level of building activities., .• ,.

About 1965/66,. due to scarcity of funds, the Federal Government decided'

to stop building more office accommodation and. staff quarters and .expendi

ture on administrative overheads contained as much as possible. Some.
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prestige buildings like the Ikeja Airport expansion, .the National: Stadium

and the new Parliament building were also stopped. The slow down' in.

public works affe.cted all .construction activities in .the; economy, j -.,

6/ The contribution o"f Transport and Communications sector fell from

£57 • 8 'million in 1965/66. The value added "by 'the Nigeria Railway

Corporation decreased'from £13.4 million (at; current prices') 'to £12 "

million in 1965/66 wi'th quite a fall in wages and salaries1" paid to '

employees. The "decrease was due to a loss of tra'ffic.^ The value added

contributed by Road Transport fell from £36.7 million tb =31 million

in 1965/66" (l957 constant prices). This was partly due tea reduction

in the number of vehicles licensed following"new price 'increases on ■

most commercial vehicles with effect from November 1965 as a result of

the rise in import duty announced in August 1965. The price was in

some cases as high as 28 per cent.

7. The Plan assumes that an average investment of 15 per cent of the

G.D,P. would yield a minimum aggregate growth rate of 4 per cent. Table

III below shows the Gross Fixed Investment at 1957 prices during 1961/62

to 1966/67 and its relationship to the G.D.P.

TABLE III

Year

1961/62

1962/63

1963/64

1964/65

1965/66

1966/67

G. D. P.

£ million

1,022.4

1,084.5

1,147.7

1,209.5

1,252.6

1,280.1

Gross Fixed

Investment

140.1

137.1

153.0

167.0

214.0

188.0

% of Gross Fixed
Investment Over

G. D. P.

13.7

12.6

13.3

13.8
*

17.0

15.0

* Provisional

Between 1962/63 and 1964/65, the ratio of investment to G.D.P. ranged

from 12.6 per cent to 13.8 per cent. At no time during this period did
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the investment co-efficient reach the 15 per cent target assumed by Tthe

planners. At the above levels of investment, growth rates have- been

6.1 per cent, 5*8 per cent-and 5-4 per cent respectively, all-exceeding

the 4 per cent target. The low investment co-efficient coupled with,

tha high growth rates implies a lower capital/output ratio than the ..

3.7-5 assumed in the Plan.- A continuation^ of such trend, other things

being equal, would hasten the movement to the take off. ,, 1965/66, and.

1966/67 were characterized by higher levels of investment (17 per cent

and 15; per- cent) to achieve lower growth rates. The provisional nature

of. these figures demands a great deal, of caution in assessing the.-

performance, of the economy at the time. r ; .
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Problems of Implementation . ■■

Control Mechanism ' ' ' ■

8. When tho implementation of tho Plan got under way, some ,qf the

obstacles to the achievement of the declared objectives of the Plan .

"had to be tackled by the authorities- Firstly, there were.no high

priority projects in sufficient numbers and prepared in great.detail

to-be submitted for foreign financing or to be put into execution.

Secondly, in view of the above, the temptation was strong to execute,

projects which vrere easy but of low priority. Thirdly, in order to

accommodate "in future, high priority projects, the need for,which was

riot foreseen during the preparation of the programmes, the Plan remained

flexible but this gave rise to the introduction of new projects into

the Plan in a rather haphazard fashion. And lastly, the execution of:

certain projects resulted in significantly increased costs for.the

projects above the cost level earlier estimated in adopting the projects.

These points will be discussed seriatim in the paragraphs that .follow.

9. A substantial part of the first year of the Plan was taken up

with the preparation, of the projects.. There were the detailed costing

designing and planning as well as the economic, and financial appraisal

of projects and the preparation of tenders and site acquisition. The

pre-occupation with preparation of new projects could have affected '

the tempo of development aciivi ties. during the first year for. the

"carry-over" projects from the preceding Development Programme (1955-62)

which were rather large and stretched,the nation's executive*capacity

to the limit. To prevent a similar recurrence during:the^ early stages

of the next National.Development Plan,. executing ministries have been:

instructed to conduct on a continuing basis, pre-investment surveys,' ''

field investigations and.feasibility surveys. This would facilitate^-

the regular .identification of new project possibilities for subsequent

plans and ensure a continuous pipeline of readily available projects.

10. • .The lack of "bankable" projects encouraged a tendency to go in''"'

for-the'execution of social overhead and administrative'sector project's.
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The Plan was "based upon the selection of a number of ..proEjects -and- "

policy reforms designed to raise the total national product and more

specifically to raise the taxable capacity of the economy. It was,

therefore,imperative that the projects exscutad first should increase

the taxable capacity of the country so that the increase in income would

become available for the later implementation of other desirable projects

agreed in the Plan, A recourse to the early execution of some projects

in the social overhead (health and education) and, administrative

(military and police) sectors before those of the economic (primary,

produbtion andindustry) sector had'two effects. National and Govern

mental Income rose very slowly generating less income for other projects.

And secondly, in view of the fact that projects in the .social and.

administrative sectors as a general rule generate more than double

of the recurrent expenditure generated by those of the economic, sector,

the level of total recurrent expenditure rose. To create savings to

finance the Nigerian share of"the Plan, recurrent expenditure had to

be kept to the minimum. To arrast "the unsatisfactory trend, the Federal

Government had to step in with some regulatory measures. A Capital '

Estimates Committee was appointed to consider annual' applications for

inclusion of projects in the Capital Budget. The Committee consists

of.the, representatives of the Ministries of Economic Development (Economic

Planning Unit), Finance and Works, the Cabinet and the Economic Adviser

to the Federal Government. The'Economic Planning Unit assesses the

priority rating and the economic justification for, and analysis of

the;project;.the Ministry of Finance guides the Committee on the finan

cial resources likely to be available whilst the Ministry"of Works tries

to relate the proposals to the availability of executive capacity. The

recommendations of the Committee when considered by the Council of

Ministers, form the basis of the annual Capital Budget. The provisions

in the Capital Estimates were thereafter submitted to the Parliament

in the form of a Resolution of the House of Representatives. "When the

Capital Budget setting and the capital expenditure proposals and the

anticipated development revenue has to approved, system of releases of ,
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funds provided in the Capital Estimates is then used to control expen

diture by' the executing Ministries. The Ministry of Finance releases

funds as revenue becomes available during the financial year. This'.

ensures financial discipline since all estimated revenue is not avail

able to Government on the first day of the financial year. On the other

hand, thia system of budetary control through periodic releases of

funds, has to be administered efficiently othorwise, it leads to delays

in plan implementation and inefficiency in the use of available resources

with the consequential distortion of the priorities budgeted for*

11. A comparison of actual capital expenditure in 1962/63 before the

introduction of regulatory measures and in 1963/64 when the measures

were beginning to have effect, presents the picture clearly in the

Table below:

Actual Capital Expenditure I962-I964
Sectoral Breakdown - by Percentage

■ 1962/63 1963/64

Sector Plan Sectoral Actual Hlxpendi- Plan Sectoral Actual Ex

Target ture fo Target penditure

1, Economic

28 Social

overhead

3. Administra

tion

4. Financial

obligation

TOTAL

71.4

20,3

7.7

0.6

100

55-5

29 = 7

14.1

0.7

j.00

71-4

20.3

7.7

0.6

100

65.6

18.1

15»5

0.7

100

It would be observed that in 1963/64f the percentage of actual expendi

ture in respect of the Economic Sector was closer to the sectoral target.

On the other handj Administration Sector actual expenditure more than

doubled'the target in 1963/64. This was due mainly to the need to advance

the execution of certain defence projects..
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12,- The third problem arose from the indiscriminate introduction of.

new projects into the Plan* With the achievement of a high rate of

growth as the primary objective of the Planj top priority was given

to the Economic (development) sector projects notably agriculture and

industry. The sectoral- distribution of projected capital expenditure

in the 1962/68 programme was as follows:

i. Economic Sector

ii. Social Overhead

iii. General Administration

iv. Financial Obligation

TOTAL 100.0

Indiscriminate injection of new projects into the Plan stemmed

partly from political pressures to satisfy the needs of constituencies

and other vested interests. Some of the projects introduced were those

which have failed to pass through the agreed selection criteria. The

immediate effect of such inclusion was to increase the size of the

programme and to compromise the nation13 capacity to implement its-

original development programme. The sectoral balance which has been

carefully worked out was distorted. The solution to the problem of

intersectoral distortion lies in the formulation of strict miss for

the acceptance of new projects to guide executing Ministries. The

Federal Government decided that no new project would be entertained

by the Council of Ministers without prior clearance by the Ministry

concerned vrith the Ministries of 3conomic Davolopn. ■ ' and Finance.

Sven when the case for a new project was established on the grounds

of urgent need, the executing Ministry was still expected to make

corresponding savings from other projects within its Ministerial programme.

An Economic Committoe of the Council of Ministers was set up to vet

such submissions before the Council of Ministers gave the final approval.

13* Another'problem which had to be tackled in the course of Plan

implementation related to the rise of costs of projects over and above

what was originally estimated in the Plano Projects approved for inclusion
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in the original Plan were based on their priority which in turn depended

on the ratio of their benefits to costs. When costs increased signifi

cantly without a corresponding increase in benefits, then the priority

of a project has to be re--evaluated vis-a-vis othar projects. It

needs to be pointed out that when the first Plan was"being prepared,

no common objective basis for estimating the costs of projects was

evolved. Thus the costs of some projects were based on final detailed

designs and tenders; other on careful estimates by technical officials

bearing on racent experience; whilst others wers based "on "just rough'

estimates. With more accurate costing .and as project execution got

off the ground, costs rose significantly and it therefore became clear

that if the growth objective was- to be preserved, there must be a

readjustment not only of priorities within Ministerial programmes but

also between the programmes of Ministries since the shifts in costs

and benefits of a project"in one Ministry might well result in its

falling to a lower priority than one project in another Ministry. At

the end of the first three .years of the Six-Ysar Plan, a comprehensive

revision of the programme with more accurate costing was .therefore

undertaken.. An Operational.Capital Expenditure Programme was drawn

up and projects whose priority had fallen were dropped. Th3 Government

decided that the capital budgets for the remaining years of rthe Six-. -

Year Plan period should as far as possible be contained within tip. . ,

said Operational Capital Expenditure Programme,I965.-I.968. - ,< ,- J -,-

.- -, >■ ■ -,
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Finance

•14«. 9n? of the basic, assumptions in the Plan was that 50 per cent of the

capital for its implementation would be derived from external sources

whilst the,rest would come from.internal mobilization including Hecurrent

Budget surpluses, domestic.borrowing, Central Bank ,or "deficit financing,,

accumulated reserves,:internal resources of the statutory Corporations

and Produce Marketing Boards. During the.first three years of'the Flan,

-the ^expectations about external finance did. not materialize as' the

following,figures in Table V show:-

""' ' ' " TABLE

aid component of

- capital Expenditure .

1962/63 - ■•■ .-• • 13.85^

1963/64, - - 19-7;-

1964/65 - - 22.5k.-.

'J'N-ote: These figures exclude grant of technical assistance
:i* '"-' '- - '"'■' "iri form of experts, training facilities, equipment etc.

.... . .,.,.- "by foreign Governments. This, would add roughly 5'per cent
to 3 per cent per annum to the above percentages..

Several'"factors* accounted for the failure to attract external finance

of the magnitude projected. Most of the loans and grants offered by.

foreign Governments were tied to the financing of the 'offshore costs

of particular projects in the Plan and the amount could not be used t0

finance other projects even though they might have been assigned the

highest priority in the Plan. This was particularly true of projects

in the primary production sector where the offshore component of the

capital expenditure is small. Furthermore, each donor country had its

own loan requirements and had to be satisfied on the merits of the

project under consideration. In effect, plans and designs had to be

prepared to suit the requirements of particular donors. Moreover, the

feasibility studies and project appraisal in respect of major projects

most attractive to foreign lenders made great demands on skilled manpower
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resources{which were.in1 short supply. For these and other reasons,

loan negotiations ■■ were protracted'-and time-consuming.- It-has not been

.possible.to.-make*full use of some of offers of loans made by foreign

Governments. . ' '

'15. On the domestic front,' whiie certain sources of mobilization like

Budget Surpluses, accumulated reserves and domestic borrowing were

tapped with' satisfactory results, realizations fell short of; expectations

in the "ottie'r fields.' 'Statutory Corporations have, since the launching

of the''Development'Plan experienced difficulties in their attempt to

. finance their own capital expenditure programmes let alone releasing

their surpluses for direct Government investment ..or—for -the~.purchase

of Government stocks. Central Bank.financing has been utilized within

limits allowed by .prudence and the ^Central Bank legislation which required

that the value of- external reserves to back, the Central Bank total
■,/■» ' *>"— '. ■* ■ ■ '■-

demand liabilities,,shouId not fall below 4^ per;.cent. This restriction was

designed,,to, ensure..internal mone.tp.ry, stability and., prevent a-fall of the extemi

value of the Nigerian currency. In .spite- of,this however, it became

clear later jthatjthese objectives .could be maintained with a lower ratio.

Amending legislation was passed in 19^7-to reduce the value of the external

reserves from ,4,0 per cent to 25. per. cent, of the Central Bank total demand

liabilities. .This, would remove-the legal constraints which hitherto

limited the ability of the Central Bank, to make greater contribution

towards financing economic development. . ....

16.^ Because of the difficulties' of; obtaining external finance and

mobilizing domestic resources and:because of'the political climate in

the- country at-the ■ time, recourse ha's'been had especially in the first three

years of.the Plan,'to"the -use"of -contractor 'finance or'supplier- credit

facilities .^ Tliis - source of-finance has had'to be discouraged because of

its ill-.reffects on the economy-'notably'^tHe ''price rigging", its impact

on Nigeria's debt servicing "burden-arid the service account-of the

nation|s .balance of payments. w, . _. _ ■ .

17.. "One.deficiency of the Development-Plan was that no realistic •"- '•

-financing programme-was workedvbut at-the outset. During-the formulation
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of the Operational Capital Expenditure Programme, a careful'reviej-r of

the financial resources picture;-was-necessary in order ctoitap additional

sources to fill the ever-widening gap "between projected expenditure and

available resources. A study undertaken to review the level-and- content

of the yearly Recurrent Budgets of all the Governments in the,Federal

Republic with a view to achieving economies, while the Federal Ministry

of Finance continued to review and undertake internal audit ,of.the,

Recurrent Estimates. Tax levels are "being constantly reyei.wed to bring

in more revenue and the organization of tax collection continues to be
-■ ' • ". - ; . "■. ; l ■■■;'; - ' " ■. ■ <o. ?v, .

improved to check evasion.

Institution building .- - ' ■ - . ','....".■■• ;

18. The creation of institutions which facilitate the process of

implementation -of Development Plans is of no less "impor'tanW'a task" as

the building of harbours' and railways. Before thV launching of" the Plan

very limited opportunities existed for granting iori'g-ternf "credit facili

ties to-Nigerian industrial entrepreneurs. The commercial banks and

other similarly'placed:-institutions, due to'th'e need" to maintain liquid

ity,'can only-'grant rshort-term accommodation. The^'Investment' Company

of Nigeria, the only industrial development finance institution in the

country, had very limited scope" and with 'meagre resource's," could" make

very little-impact on industrial' development.' "After protracted^hegotia-

tions between 'the Nigerian Federal Government'" arid the'international

Finance Corporation, the Nigeriari'lridus'trial :Developmeni;':Barik was

established in January. 1964. to proy-ide medium and long-term finance to

industrial and.mining enterprises.which are.privately owned arid-managed.

To date, its total resources amount to .£5.7 -million about 50 per-.cent of which

constitutes external-finance'. The.Federal. Loans-Board was-also set up

.to .provide small-sized loans to Nigerian;businessmen. -.It dealt-primarily

with, enterprises which were .too-small-.to fall within the purview of

the Nigerian. Industrial Development Bank. ■; •; .'■'..'-.

19. The Nigerian Industrial Development Bank can only give loans'to

and participate in. managing industrial and mining enterprises. Its

.charter does not allow it to provide finance for agricultural develop

ment. In view of the fact that agriculture which is accorded a high
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priority in the Plan, does not attract external finance on any appre

ciable scale, the Federal Government approved a ^rant of 1^25 million

over the Flan period to help the Regional Governments to promote

agricultural production. The former Regional Governments on their

part have established Agricultural Credit Institutions like the Western

Nigeria Agricultural Credit Corporation, Hid-^estem Nigeria, Agricultural

Credit Corporation , the Eastern Nigeria Fund for Agricultural and

Industrial 'Development. Agricultural credit facilities in Northern " :

Nigeria were provided through local government agencies. .

20. In spite of the efforts of the Regional Governments to develop ~

agriculture, much remains to be done by way of providing a centrally ! ■

organized Agricultural Credit institution whose need has been long-felt.

Such a body could more easily attract investible funds from foreign

lenders who are interested in financing Nigerian agriculture and grant

long-term loans required for the development of plantations and other

forms of agricultural production which have long gestation period. The

establishment of this institution by the Federal Authorities will have

to be reappraised in the changed circumstances in Nigeria.

21. Other bodies have been set up to facilitate the process of plan . .

implementation. The National Manpower Board consisting of representa

tives of the Universities, private industry and trade union leaders and

various Government Ministries and organisations involved in manpower

development problems was established to advise and co-ordinate manpower ■

policies with emphasis on national manpower l>'.;.;l-~3tin?;, productivity and

unemployment questions. The Nigerian Institute of 3ocial and Economic.

Research situated at the University of Ibadan, was reconstituted into

national institute for applied economic research to undertake the basic

studies of the economic and social development questions facing the . .,.

nation. The Economic Development Institute, a similarly constituted

body, was also established at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. A r.

National Council for Scientific) and Industrial Research has recently

been set up. Its main function is to promote and co-ordinate all

research activities in the Federal Republic thereby ensuring that the
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benefits of modern science and technology are made full use of in the

development of the Nigerian economy. The Office of Statistics was

considerably strengthened and re-organised to enable it to implement

the nation's programme of statistical development. Statistical publica

tions now periodically produced include Annual Abstract of Statistics,

Digest of Statistics^ Statistics of Tducation in Nigeria, National

Register of Students and Industrial Surveys and Economic Indicators.

22. The execution of the projects in the Plan requires the employment

of a corps of highly specialised staff and intermediate level skills.

The shortage of both categories could be a serious inhibiting factor

to programme implementation. It is conceivable in the short-run to

employ foreign experts but intermediate level manpower like supervisors,

workshop foremen, superintendents and managers are hard to come by in

sufficient numbers and quite expensive too. In any case, it is not in

the long-term interests of the country to rely on foreign sources for

the supply of its manpower needs. The Federal Government appointed

the Ashby Commission in 1960 to examine Nigeria's needs in the field

of higher education over the next 20 years. Following its report four

new Universities were established and the then existing University

College was upgraded to the status of a full-fledged University. New

Technical Colleges and Trade Centres were created and existing ones

■were expanded. The Governments in the Federation also embarked on a

scheme of Scholarship awards tenable locally and in foreign institutions

of learning. At the same time a programme of in-service training for

staff already in the employment of the Governments was introduced.

Offers' of technical assistance by foreign countries for short-term

courses have been used to great advantage and expert staff obtained

through the same medium are being- employed on different projects. 'On- :

the job1 training is also being pursued vigorously in the industries. In

spite of the efforts being made, executive capacity in certain fields^

Stg» projeot analysis, geological survey etc. remains a bottleneck.
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Project identification

23. Project identification and selection in the Public Sector follows

a uniform pattern in the country with slight variations dictated by the

size of the project and what ends the Government wants to pursue and in

which sector.

24- Project identification normally starts with the mounting of a

feasibility study to determine the technical possibilities of the project

and the level of economic viability- The larger the size of a project,

the more detailed and thorough are the studies. When the Niger (Kainji)

Dam was proposed, two firms of technical consultants - NEDECO and Balfour

Beatty & Co. - were commissioned to conduct a series of studies on differ

ent aspects of the scheme over a period of five years. The detailed cost

ing and financing arrangement proposed by these bodies was reviewed again

by a third firm - Cooper Bros. Several studies have also been undertaken

on the proposed Iron and Steel integrated complex over the past, four

years. The whole purpose of the elaborate exercise was to avoid costly

mistakes, minimize any possible margin of error and have an unassailable

proof of the economic viability of the projects before starting on it.

25. Road projects are in a slightly different category as the profit

ability of individual road proposals does not arise directly as in the

selection of industrial and similar projects. More refined tests are

required. A transport Co-ordination Study Team appointed by the Federal

Government in i960 to report on transport co-ordination in Nigeria

recommended that "the road capital investment programme should be deter

mined by .-traffic needs and engineering standards necessary for the present

anticipated traffic". Following on this recommendation, field studies

were undertaken by the Engineering Planning Unit of the Federal Ministry

of Works to assess the present and future needs, taking into considera

tion factors of safety and engineering "wear". From the results of the

studies, mainly in the form of traffic counts, a Road Priority Rating list

was compiled which finally determined the allocation for the road capital

investment programme in the 1962-68 Plan. It is fair to add,however, that

some two or three road projects were added to the list on purely political

grounds.
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26. Selection in the industrial sector was geared to; market demand and

the need to effect structural changes in the economy.. An examination of

the import figures showed the possible areas open for local industrial

production and expansion, Kore detailed feasibility studies, technical

and economic, to determine viability were then undertaken and if results

proved positive, consideration was given to the establishment of a local

factory. Some projects were selected because of their importance in the

development of an industrial base for the economy^ The proposed Iron

and Steel complex comes within this category. The textile industry

also has a high employment-creating effect. Cement industry is of vital

importance in the building and construction sector. Arms and ammunition

factory is set up on strategic and defence grounds. These were some of

the considerations which led to the establishment of various industrial

units under public, private or joint enterprise.

27. The bulk of Nigerian agricultural production remains in the hands

of peasant farmers* The Regional Governments' role lies mainly in the.

provision of extension services through which the authorities try to

influence the pattern of agricultural production in the country.. The

Governments improve production through the incentive scheme such as

agricultural credit, free distribution of seeds and subsidy of purchase

of fertilizers and insecticides.

28. Selection of social projects like hospitals etc. is closely bound

up with the political programme of the government of the day. The only

constraint is the taxable capacity of the nation.. .,--■.

29. . Two criteria guided the selection of water supply projects.■ In"

non-urban centres, the provision of good water supply is an instrument

in fostering the demands of preventive medicine as water-borne diseases ■

like.hepatitis, cholera, typhoid and guinea-worm will be eliminated. ■■

Irv.this connexion, water project is regarded as a basic social service" :

amenity which .should be provided from tax. funds. In urban and industrial

areas where water is also used for commercial and industrial■purposes,

the test is.that.of economic viability and^water rates chargeable must

b.e sufficient to. rapay borrowed capital, meet not only maintenance and ■''
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operating expenses but also ;debt-service charges.' It has ;not been

possible to charge Commercial rates in La&os due to political pressure.

It is hoped that when the proposed expansion scheme is executed, rates

chargeable would meet the above criteria. .' • .: : ■
... - ' ,

Private sector : ' : . .

30,- The Nigerian economy is a mixed' economy with the private sector

playing ,an .-.ac.tive^role in the development process. The Federal and

Stiite1-Governments in the Nigerian Federation havW introduced in the past,

measures designed to encourage private enterprise and initiative and to

iinprove the investment climate for foreign entrepreneurs.' Incentive

measures include the "Pioneer Aid Certificate"^which, allows a tax holiday

for up to .five years to companies in industries declared: to be 'pioneer";

the "Import Duty Relief" which grants relief from import'duty on'raw

materials'imported for use in the manufacture'of goods; and; early depre

ciation of-capital assets for income tax: purposes. The Governments;.in

the Federation have several joint industrial ventures with companies in

the private sector and it is intended to continue this trend during the

first plan period.

Reconstruction plan

31. The 1962-68 Development Plan is scheduled to end officially in

March 1968. But for the crisis which engulfed the country since January

1966 and has now deteriorated into full-scale military operations, prepa-

rationc for the launching of the Second Plan to take effect from April

1968, would be nearing completion. The national emergency has brought in

its wake urgent problems of reconstruction and consolidation which must

engage the priority attention of the authorities. The Federal Military

Government is therefore currently giving consideration to the preparation

of a two-year National Reconstruction and Development Programme (1968/70)

with objectives such as:

(i) repair the damages done to the ^economy and restore the

disruptions in essential ssrvices or infrastructures

particularly transportation?
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(ii) build up the administrative machinery and a modest

economic infrastructure e.g. telecommunication -services

in each of the new 3tatesj

(iii) rehabilitation and resettlement of the victims of the

tr£&ic events of 1966 and 1967 in the country?

(iv) re-equip and rationalize the use of equipment by the

armed forces whose peace-time requirements tin men and

materials would have to be determined soon after the

war; . ■ •

(v) prepare the Second National Development Plan 1970-75

period.

32. It is hoped that when the basic reconstruction work and the

restoration of infrastructural services has been completed by say 1970,

the country Would revert to the former five-yearly development planning

cycle's.


